Two apparent Philadelphia chromosomes arising from translocations with different chromosomes in a patient with CML: 46,XY,t(7;22)(p22;q11),t(9;22)(q34;q11).
Chromosome studies on bone marrow cells and unstimulated peripheral lymphocytes from a patient with chronic myelogenous leukemia revealed the presence in all cells of two apparent Philadelphia chromosomes: one resulting from the classical translocation with a chromosome #9, and the other arising from a translocation between chromosomes #22 and #7. There was no normal chromosome #22. Some of the cells also had an i(17q), indicative of blast crisis. Repeated chromosome studies at different times during the course of the disease revealed the evolution of additional karyotypic changes. All cells from later samples had an extra #8; some of these cells had a third Philadelphia chromosome, whereas, others had a second Y chromosome. Although a few normal cells were seen in PHA-stimulated lymphocyte cultures, indicating that the patient has a normal constitutional karyotype, most of the cells had a karyotype identical to that found in unstimulated cultures. This unusual karyotype, 46,XY,t(7;22)(p22;q11),t(9;22)(q34;q11), represents the first case in which two apparent Philadelphia chromosomes are present in the leukemic cells from a patient in the absence of a normal #22 chromosome.